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RiseIT CEO Kishore Khandavalli Named as a EY Entrepreneur of the Year ®
Finalist for Central Plains Region
DALLAS, TX — APRIL 29, 2022 — RiseIT Solutions, Inc. (RiseIT) CEO Kishore Khandavalli
has been named as one of the finalists for the 2022 EY Entrepreneur of the Year® Award for the
Central Plains region.
“I’m really delighted to be named a finalist for the Entrepreneur of the Year® Award. As an
entrepreneur, you expend a tremendous amount of energy innovating and striving to achieve
your business goals. It’s a wonderful acknowledgement when those efforts are recognized by an
organization such as EY,” Khandavalli remarked.
RiseIT has seen exponential growth during the last few years. This growth occurred despite the
pandemic due to very unique strategies and initiatives the company put in place during the early
days of the pandemic. RiseIT currently has over 1,000 resources and serves several Fortune
500 companies.
“Entrepreneurs play a vital role in transforming our lives by disrupting entire industries and
reinventing economies. We couldn’t be happier for Kishore Khandavalli to be recognized as a
finalist,” explained a spokesperson for EY, adding, “As the world’s most prestigious business
award for entrepreneurs, EY Entrepreneur of the Year® Award has been at the forefront of
identifying game-changing business leaders.”
For more than 35 years, the EY Entrepreneur of the Year® Award has been recognizing
business leaders with an entrepreneurial spirit; individuals who are impacting the world in a
positive way through innovation, inspiration and growth. In order to be nominated, an individual
must hold the position of president or CEO of a business — publicly- or privately-held — and
they “must be primarily responsible for the company’s recent performance,” according to EY.
To learn more about the EY Entrepreneur of the Year® Award for the Central Plains region, visit
EY.com.
###

About Kishore Khandavalli
Kishore Khandavalli is an accomplished entrepreneur with over 20 years of experience in
starting, scaling, acquiring ventures. He currently owns and runs several companies including
RiseIT Solutions, 7T (SevenTablets, Inc.) and iTech Data Services, serving as their CEO. In
addition, he also serves as an advisor and as a member of the Board of Directors for several
companies. His ability to lead a business toward success is unmatched in his field. An
award-winning entrepreneur and experienced keynote speaker, Khandavalli often discusses his
keen ability to steer startups toward success, transforming them into successful enterprises.
Khandavalli founded a number of companies and led them toward growing success. Prior to
entering the IT industry, he worked as a chemical engineer at a start-up company, Enerfex. In
his free time, Khandavalli flies as a licensed private pilot, gives back to the community, and
devotes much of his time to his wife and two children. He graduated from the University of
Akron, in Akron, OH with a Master’s degree in Chemical Engineering.

About RiseIT Solutions
RiseIT Solutions is a dedicated software and technology services company, specializing in
software consulting and development. Other solutions include application and software
development, server and load balancing, IT infrastructure support and IT consulting services. To
learn more, visit RiseITS.com.
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